
affi davit firm 

1. My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at Reute 12, Frederick, Md. 21701. I 

am the phaintiff in 0.4.75 -1996. 

2. I have read the Supplementalal ‘oints and Authorities and the attached affidavit 

of FBI S.A. Horace P, Beckwith dated fHarch 1,1977. 

30 Both set forth an engine for non-compliance with the Act and continued denial 

to me of my rights under it. 

4. Both continue the pretense that my FOIA requests are limited to whatever is 

contained in what was earlier described as the FBIHQ file. Now it is no longer even 

identified to carry this deception further. Both refer to an unidentified 80 sections 

of a & single file. SABeckwith extends this misrepresentation with the untrue description 

of HAppropriate records searches located @@ 89 sections." 

5» Neither the Supplement nor the affidavit address my earlier testimony that 

limitation to the FSI BQ file would a assure permanent non-compliance for which 

defendant continues to seek the sanction of this Court. 

6. There was neither rebuttal nor cross examination of this testinony nor my 

testimony that there remain extensive files in the Departmental Division from which there 

has not been compliance. 

7. There has been no response to my allegations that perjury was committed to 

Mislead and deceive this court and to continue the denial of ny rights that gu 

go back to 1969. This perjury is both both Departmental and FBI affiants. 

8. It simply is not possible for a qualified expert who in addition is an experienced 

FBI agent not to know that a search limited to the FEI HQ file is not "Appropriate 

record searches." The record in this case is unequivocal and in fact is the defendant's 

own testiminy, that most of the recorda I seek are not even in Washington. I have 

provided for the record the AttorneyGeneral's own statement on this. It ia that al) 

records on Dr. King and his assassination in Washington total 3,500 documents while 

those in FBI Filed Offices alone total 204,500. The very act of searching FBIM records 

in itself establishes the identificatoons and locations of files that continue to be 

withheld. In my examination of the almmkx deliberies of sections to me I stopped listing



the other files specifically identified after I had tabulated more than 100 different 

files. These same records alao contain other filing identifications that I oannot 

explain but certainly are guides af to the FBI. They contain many references to FBI 

laboratory files.. 

9. A}though my testimony of last September, that there had not yet been compliance 

with my April 15,1975 request, remains undisputed there has not been 4 single piece of 

paper delivered to me since that testimony in response to that request: This is not 

Sfx addressed in the Supplement or in the attached FBI affidavit. 

10. I have an kwkamk Item in the amended complaint, the request of December 22, 

19754 to which the Supplement and affidavit are addressed. That Item = is one on which 

the FBI was careful to hide its records fron Washington because they are so c,barrassing 

to the FBl. “t is the files on the Invaders/Momphis @axk Sanitation Strike/Cointelpro 
operation in Memphis. I testified that Director Kelley had had a search of the Menphis 

files made in February 1976 on this subject and that no single record of it had been 

provided me deapite the fact of a search subsequent to my request. To date I have not 

received a single record from it. At the time all 89 sections have been provided there 

still will not have been compliance with this Iten and it still will be totally impossible 

and to the personal knowlcdge of SA Beckwith totally impossible from what he styles 

“appropriate searches." 

11. The section provided are gemmkant abundant proof of the prior false swearings 

to this Gourt. With regularity and in some volume they establish the existenoe of 

countless xefexumemsxtex records this Court was assured do not exist by both AUSA 

Dugan and SA Thomas Wiseman. The Court was fiesk assured that there were no other 

suspects. There were countless other suspects, countless records so captioned and after 

the odentification of James Barl Ray there remained BSxmaEX countleas other suspects 

the FBI HQ directed by considered as possible co-conspirators with Bay, whose guilt 
was assumed. 

12. This Court was first assured, including under oath, that there were no pictures 

of the scene of the crime. When I indicated to defendant some of mg knowledge of such 

pictures those I indicated were mysteriously found and then denied me. These include



thise purached by Time, Inc. and still largely unpublished and th some taken by the 
“a . 
emphis Folice Department. With regard to the Time, Inc. pictures this Court was 

assured that 1 must be denied copies because of copyright yet no proof of copyri ght 

hes been presented to this Court and my requests for it remain unanswored after close to 

a year. This court was 
    

  

a that a "confidential source" had to be protected when 

there was no confident: d when in fact the “epartment had used some of those 

very photographs publicly. There were, as J knew, still other photographs of the scene 

of the crime. These were the FBI's own photographs. I am confident there are still 

othera and that 1 know their origin. 

15. There is no possibility that any search of the FBI HQ files, the search 

that SA Wiseman swore to this court was fmkkueed made and was made with care, did not 

disclose the existence of these photographs. The Time, Ince, Memphis Police and the 

FBI's own photographs are all included in the early sections provided to me. 

14, There ere still other relevant photographs still not provided to me although 

they have been used in public from one end of the State of Tennessee to the other, have 

been provided to other writers to my personal knowledge and have, in fact, been displayed 

to the Congress withp permission to those present to make photographs of them as they 

were displayed. These are the evidentiary photographs of and relating to the autopsy 

enc earlier medical examination. I have examined some such photographs and as ure this 

court that the reason they are denied me is not because they involve questions of privacy, 

as with the record of their repeated public display and distribution they cannot. It is 

bddcause they contain proof of perjury in the extradition and the guilty-plea hearing 

of Jemes Ear] Ray. These photographs also are referred to in the sections provided to me. 

15. whethe: or not deiendant had serious concern for any Time, Inc. copyright other 

notive for continuing denial is apparent to one with good knowledge of the facta of the 

case. They are a source of potentially great embarrassment to the FBL. Thus the Time,Inc. 

reauest to the PBI shat it not provide me these photographs is dated after the denial and 

thus both defendant and Time,Inc., have refused to provide me with copies of their 

correspondence on this for inclusion in the record in this instant cause.



Waen my pressures compelled Tame,Inc. to provide me with what are called contact 
prints of the 55 om film there was no longer any spurious question of copyright. 44 
was then reduced to commercialization. Time, Ino. then offered to provideme with normale 
size prints suitbale for my study in return ton $107.00. The FBI'd charge is $42.80, 
Both well lmow that I cannot spené more than a thousand dollars to study pictures I do 
not intend to pablish, a I provided written assurances that I would not 

publish any of these pict that if at some later time I wanted to I would pay 

Time,Iuc. te commerical zates for any auch use the FBI still refused und continued to 
this day to reruse to provide me with the usual 8x10 8loasy vrintss To my personal 

knowledge the reasons for t is continuing denial include the certainty of embarrassment 

to the FBI. I fear that if I disclose more of my knowledge it will result in still 

further denails on a variety of spurious claims to exemption that nobody can ordinarily 

prove without access 4o the original records. 

16. There are countless instances of withholdings of this nature. One example is 

of the withholding of names by obliterations, These names include those of PBI agents 

even though I have provided for the record the statement of FEI Director Kelley that 

in such cases the withhoidings of the names of agents is not proper and is against his 

diections. From the time I progided this the record to this moment I have not recej ved 

a singl: replacement record in which what was withheld is not withheld. The reasons for 

withho.ding the names of these FRI ugents is not because the names are not known. Lt 

is because of other reasons, including the means they provide for compelling further 

coupliance.musdxfeex lhese names were and remin those of publicly identified witnesses. 

Also inciudeu are the names of prisoners whose statements to the FRI have been widely 

published with their names included in the publication. (What was not published is that 

the main one of thase is show by unpublished records to be a "pathological liar") 

i7. Under spurious claims to exemptions I was denied the records in which the FBI's 

concrn that rot the Attorney General but the Director be credited in announcements of 

the filing of a conspiracy charge. When the so-calied "task force" report was first 

Jeaked and then released what had been denied me was included but not fully faithfully. 

What the task force" omits is the FHI's "ACTION" recommendation, that it sieze the



policity in the name of the Director and then "Ati the appropriate time, the Attomey 

“eneral should be advised.3." 4y then he would have read it in the newapapers. Also 

admitted is the sexist slur relating to the filing of the conspiracy charge in Briminghan. 

Tne FBI actually conducted investigations not of the crime but of the favorable publicity 

location for the filing of this charge. "We understand that we cannot rely on the U.S. 

Attorney at Memphis. If we tried to file there, we would immediately lose control of 

the situation and the complaint would become public knowledge." Ita concern iver 

Birmingham is because its investigation of the publicuty situation disclosed that the 

U.S.Attorney "is presently in Houston," not Birmingham. Its concern was that “we have 

no assurance we could keep a compliant filed there a secret." it had an additional 

worry,"The U.S.Commigsioner there is a woman who does not have too firm a frip on her 

operations." Yet there was no doubt that the moment of filing there would be no secrecy. 

THe The FBI in fact planned in advance for maximum publicity ~ only in the Dir‘ictor's 

name. The release was prepared in advance and in secret. The "ACTION" recommended 

began with "1. We should openly files the proposed complaint at Birmingham” and then 

"2, We should issue a wanted flyer and a fugitive preas release," plus an Identification 

Order. 

18/ It is apparent that more time was spent in unjustifiable and improper with- 

holdings than compliance would have required and that improper withholdings are common- 

Place and remained the norm after my repeatedly offering proof of the impropriety. 

Thi: deliberate waste of time has, in ‘act, become a customary means of delayed 

compliance and is part of a campaign to overbudern the courts and create a false basis 

for an appeal for relief of the Congreds. There is no foreseeable end to this kind of 

withholding and tye FBI has declined every offer of help. 1+ was well inte the review af 

and copying of them sections that have been provided before it consulted the indexes of 

the known books on the subject. I even offered to inform it whether the names are ax 

or not public and to provide a consolidated card index to the published books. It 

instead continued to waste time and continue to withhold by unjustifiable oblite:ations 

of what had been public domain for about eight years. 

18 Contrary to SA Beckwith'd representation of the intent “to comply fully with



the letter and the spirit of the FOIA,” in addition to the foregoing paragrpaks and 

my unrefuted prior testimony, the sections provided contain repeated references to 

the deliberate withholding of relevant records from FBI HQ and their filing in the 

field offices only. This was the regular means of not having available in Washington 

what was uncongenial to the official position on the crime. One of the pages originally 

withhled from me states as many others do,"Results of ali negative investigations con- 

ducted are maintained" in the local FBI file, 

20. It thus is knowingly not true for defendant to represent to thia Court in 

defendant's Supplement that "there are 59 sections, containing appriximately 10,800 

pages. rembining to be processed in order ¢ 

    

21. When I charged to this Court and to his face that AU a John Degen was nisinfforming 

this Court with deliberateness this Court did not believe it and “ir. Dugan's sole 

response was "what can I say?" Nothwithstanding that, when he is with knowledge that 
when he heard 

my April 15 request has not becn compxied with sama sabkeayxotbestandispatet stestiognysxs 

vutatingetoinpoutiiesvererdscnet therzucxrebedxaurrprovidedxeemsrt and declined to cross 

examine my testimony that contains many specifics of non-compliance, even the specification 

of the location of relevant records not provided; when he heard SA Howard's testimony, 

which he produced, that most of the relevant records are not in Washington; when he 

received the AttomeyGenreal's statement on this, which we provided; and he then assures 

this court that"disclosure of the records" sought " will be "complete" from this single 

FBI Hy filed (No. 44-38861) his deception of this Court and his continued praiding 

over the denial of my rights are deliberate and knowing. 

22. WkwxRktiugxef SA Beckwith'’s affidavit is falsely sworn in representing under 

oath to this Court personal knowledge of "Apprépriate record searches" and what was done 

ku "In order to ensure maximum disclosure of those records requested by plaintiff." 

23. This is but the most recent in an endless stream of falsel$ sworn affidavits 

executed by defendant and filed with thisCourt bu AUSA Dugan. 

24. To date there has not been a single denial of my repeated proofs of this 

continual false swearing.



25. That this ie deliberate is without question because I personally saw to it 

beginning after the first calendar call in this instant Cause, on February 11,1976, 
more than ayear ago. AUSA Dugan then alleged smmpik full compliance with my requests 

and announced he would seek a summary Judgement. after court I told hin this vould be 

based on false swearing, xixama that 1 was in a position to prove it would be false 

swearing, that false swearing has tainted each and every FOIA case I have filed and 

that if this false swearing again dumtmt effectusted non-compliance and the repeating 

of the denial of my rights under the Act I would Charge and prove it. I have proven 

it, repeatedly and to “r. Dugan. This extends to his current representation to this 

“ourt that there can be fill compliance from this single file, Noo 44=38861. 

26. From my long, painful and costly experience in these matters I have learned 

that there is always false swearing, that those sweaing falsely and filing the fulse 

gwearings depend either on the lack of knowledge of tie fact by the courts or a 

relcutance to confrent the actualities of what for others than Department of Justice 

enployess is felonious. 

27. "rom this experienced I ma have become coavinced, as I informed this Vourt, that 

as long as these continuous acts are tolerated this and other Courts will besrcwntedesst 

burdened with out need, requesters will be denied their rightsand put to extraordinary 

costs and the im Act is effectively nullified. 

28 In this affidavit I seek to present new proof of this and of wilfuliness 

in the Supplement and in SA Beckwith's affidavit. 

29. I have also informed this Cpurt that I am singled out for special treatment 

wy the defendant and defendant's agents. To this end I testified to FOIA requests totalling 

about 25 that reaain without compliance, often even «ithout aclmowledge and in all 

cases after appeal, going back to 1968. From that testimony of last September, teati- 

mony tnat was neither cores examined nor rebutted or denied in any way, to this moment, 

I have not received a single piece of paper from the FBI relating to any one of those 

requesta. I did receive a letter signed by Director Kelley reporting that after my appeal 

aB one record, identified as CD1347, had been released. A month after I sent my check it 

had not been provided to me. And that request is more than a year old. it was acted on



only long after the maximum claim to backlog in any of the contvadictory versions 

of this claimed backlog and then remains denied simpiy by non-delivery. 

30 I have provided this -ourt with further proofs of deliberate discrimination in 

which tose who asked for the same information I did and did not invoke the Act were 

ween given it immediately, the case of Emory “rowng and of proof that the requests of 

others, like Les Whitten, for the files on themseives, were acted on when mine had not 

been. A half year has passed and I atili do not nave a single piece of paper from the 

Department or the FBI from the extensive personal files on ne. This is obviously and 

completely undenied discrimination. 

31, “eanwhile these files are used t: malign me in private. From the public record, 

that of the “hurch committee, it is now proven that such Slanders were given inum secret 

even to the “hite House. From other scurces I have obtaine bita and peinces of FBY files 

on me and my wife that are malicious and false. 4+ found my wife to be "subversive" 

because of pre~Yader xm consumer interests, She belonged to cocpsratibes for several 

years beginning in the late 1930s. During that period I was engaged in expering 

native and foreign fascism and pabticularly iiagi cartels and their interferenfe with. 

our defense efiorts before Mexkixier Peari “arbor. i have now learned that ny 

garbage was exanuined in todod thet there was a mail cover. Tne garbage yielded nothing 

but normal garbage. the mail cover produced the truly sinister, that my wife received 

the publication of the cvoperative league and I the weekly comuentary on the press by 

the respected “corge Seides. The politcal information disclosed is that I was the most 

sinsiter of subversives, » "New Dealer." In the New Deal Aiministration this was turly 
an urgency of “internal security.” I am condemed for petitioning ~suecessfully~ for 

the redress of a gervance, a structure that presented danger to children when I am 

childiess. It is iiterally true that I am suspect because | iam had many books and 

often typed far into the night. This wretched, vicious, malicious Unsamexkesx 

official Un-Awericanism practised by the government, not onl y the FBI, accounts for 

the official attitude toward me. Today it is magnified becaus2 my work is ezbarrassing 

to the government, whose misconduct it exposes. Thug no agency has complied with ny 

request for the personal records on me. In response to my 1971 request of the CIA, which



Sdates to | 

dates to 1971,ythere not only has not been compliance, there has not been the processing 

of an appeal after more than two years. i have internal ClA records pxoving the deli- 

berateness of lying to the general counsel so he would deny the exigtence of any 

files on me. The reasons here parallel those pertaining the FBI, intrusion inte ay 

rights, inciuding first-amendment rights. 

30. *t must be frustrating to those of dark is Baseless suspicions that I am not 

a jaoiner, am a lifelong registered Democrat (aleeit "New Deal"), belonged at the time 

of first suspicion to the Amercian “ewspaper “uild and the sum government-employees union 

only and since then only the American Academy of Political and Social Seience and the 

Acadeny of ‘olitical Science and that 1 do conduct collegiate seminars on these subjects 

that are well received by conservatives. The interceptions of my international mail 

disclose my disputes with officials of the Soviet Union having to do with writing, 

shat it calls cultural matters, and my refusal to accept an invitation to an inter- 

national meeting of journalistea uniess 1 would be given the opportunity to dissent 

from vack=pew and assured agreement because 1 regarded journalists in auch of the 

world as not free. Yet those whe control the searches grid non-searches and what is 

then provided under the Act linger with the believe that I am some kind of national 

menace. One record 1 have obtained, not from the Department or the FBI, which have provided 

nothing, refers to me and my "ilk," and in connection with the writing made possible 

by my use of FOIA and on the King assassination. 

Sqeln this I seek to inform the Court not only shat I am still single out for 

special treatment that means non-comp.liance with the Act and in this instant matter 

but also because my work is embarrassing to the government, beacuse I have a backgrouhd 

of experiences possessed by nom one else working in the field in which I work, and 

because of its prior abuse of me over my beliefs and earlier work. 

32. *t ie my belief that iz thks Court continues to accept such false representation 

ag those I address in this affidavit it will be sanctioning deliberate non-compliance 

with the Act, sanctioning the continuing denial of my rights, those rights the Gourt 

has stated have already been damaged, and enabling such displays as now are visible



with the House Select Vowittee on Aseassinations. To ay knowledhe this defendant was 

manipulating that uninformed and inexperiencec committee while it was denying me what 

it deceptively leaked in order to nanipulete that committee. By stonewalling me and 

delaying compliance defendant delays my work, which means at least delays my exposure 

of defendant. 

33. Thie Supplement evd ite attaches affidavit are merely the most recont of 

defendant's efforts to this end and to deny me the public information I have sought 

now for sight years without obtaining it.


